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Influenced by the structure theorem of Buchsbaum and Eisenbud for 
Gorenstein ideals of depth 3, [4], we study in this paper ideals generated by 
Pfaffians of given order of an alternating matrix. 
Let ,x7 be an n by n alternating matrix (i.e., xi9 = --xji for i < j and xii = 0) 
with entries in a commutative ring R with identity. One can associate with X 
an element Pf(-k-) of R called Pfaffian of X (see [I] or [2] for the definition). For n 
odd det S ~-= 0 and Pf(X) = 0; for n even det X is a square in R and Pf(X)z = 
det X. For a basis-free account and basic properties ofpfaffians we send interested 
readers to Chapter 2 of [4] or to [IO]. 
For a sequence i1 ,..., &, 1 < i r < n, the matrix obtained from X by omitting 
rows and columns with indices i1 ,..., ik is again alternating; we write Pf il*....ik(X) 
for its Pfaffian and call it the (n - k)-order Pfaffian of X. We are interested in 
ideals Pf,,(X) generated by all the 2p-order Pfaffians of X, 0 ,( 2p < n. 
After some preliminaries in Section 1 we prove in Section 2 that the height and 
the depth of E-“&X) are bounded by the number 
P(P, 72) = (12 - 2p + l)(n - 2p + 2)/2. 
Moreover this number is attained by the depth (and hence by the height) if the 
entries of-Y are algebraically independent over a subring of R, and under some 
flatness hypothesis. 
In Section 3 we investigate more closely the ideal Pf,&X) for n cvcn. We 
construct a free complex L(X) of length 6 with H,,(L(X)) = R/P’&X) which 
gives a free resolution of Pfnmz(X) when depth PfnMz(X) = 6 and 2 is invertible 
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in R. Since ~(n - 1, n) = 6 we obtain that Pfn&X) is perfect and even Goren- 
stein (when of depth 6). 
As an application we get a free resolution of an ideal defining the Grassman- 
nian G(2, 6) of 2-dimensional linear subspaces in a 6-dimensional space. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We will need in the sequel the following Laplace expansion type formula for 
Pfaffians. 
LEMMA 1.1. Ifj k a fixed integer, 1 < j < n, then 
Pf(X) = C (- l)i+j-1 xijPfij(X) + C (-lpj ~,~Pfij(X). 
i..j ix 
LEMMA 1.2. If .T,~ q is invertible in R, then there exists an invertible matrix C 
such that 
(2) the n - 2 by n - 2 matrix X’ is alternating and 
.\I, 
1’ -: .yij + XliXZi - %%j = 32 > i,j 3 ,..., n, 
(3) %(x’) = %+l~W)fO~ P z 1. 
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One proves (1) and (2) by simple calculations and (3) using Lemma 1.1. 
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COROLLARY 1.3. Let R be a local ring. If PfnJX) = R, then there exists an 
invertible matrix C over R such that 
W) tcxc = 
for some a c R. 
Proof. If P&(X) = R, then at least one entry of X is invertible. By 
Lemma 1.2 (possibly after rearrangement of some rows and the same columns 
of X) we get an n - 2 by n - 2 alternating matrix X’ satisfying (l)-(3) of the 
lemma. If n - 2 = 2 we are done. If not, we proceed by induction with respect 
to 12. 
2. HEIGHT AND DEPTH OF Pfzp(X) 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring with identity and let X 
be an n by n alternating matrix with entries in R. Then every minimal prime ideal 
of the ideal PfzJX) has height at most equal to ~(p, n). 
Proof. We only sketch the proof because its idea is similar to that in [5, 
pp. 20222031. 
We argue by induction on n. If n < 2 or p = 1 the theorem follows from the 
generalized principal ideal theorem of Krull. 
Suppose n > 2, p > 1 and let P be a minimal prime ideal of Pfzip(X). One 
may assume that R is local with maximal ideal P and that Pf=(X) is P-primary. 
If at least one entry of X is invertible in R, then by Lemma 1.2 Pf&x) = 
PfSDm 2(X’) for some n - 2 by n - 2 alternating matrix X’ over R. By the induction 
hypothesis ht P < ~(p - 1, n - 2) = p(p, n). 
If all the entries of X belong to P, then we consider an alternating n by n 
matrix 
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over a polynomial ring R[t], where t is an indeterminate over R. For arbitrary 
alternating submatrix B of X and the corresponding B of X there esists h E R[t] 
such that Pf(B) = Pf(B) $- th. This proves the equality 
(Pf,,(X), t) R[tl (%GO t) R[tl 
and allows us to apply the method on 1’. 203 of [S]. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 we have an inequality 
depth Pf&X) 6; ~(p, rz). 
The equality holds in some cases, as the next theorem shows. 
rhIEORERl 2.3. Let S be a commutative Koetherian ring with itlentit~~, R a 
Noetherian subring of S with the same identity. Let {xijj, 1 := i < j , n, be a 
sequence of elements of S which are algebraically independent over R. =Issume that S 
is jat as an algebra over R[{xij)]. If we put xji = -xij for i < j and s,, 0, and 
define X = (xii), then depth Pfip(X) = ~(p, n). 
For the proof of the theorem we need the following simple lemma, 
LEMMA 2.4. Let R be a subring of a commutative ring S witlr identity and let 
x1 )..., x, be a sequence of elements in S which are algebraically independent over R. 
.-Lssume that t is a nonzero divisor in S belonging to R[xl ,..., s,<], s < q, and write 
i7 = R[x, ,.... .&r) , S = Sitk) fey the localixations of the corresponding rin<rs at 
the powers of t; moreover let z,~,, ,..., a, be elements of R. Then i? C S and the 
elements X,_, ~ ~7, 1~1 ,..., ‘w,~ - a, are algebraically independent oc’es R. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. If p = 1, then Pf2(A’) == (xij)S. Since S is flat over 
R[(sijj] the sequence {xtjj, i < j, is S-regular and therefore depth I”f(S) =m-= 
~(1~ n). 
Now we argue by induction on n, assuming n ;>. 1, p > 1. Let r’1 ,..., ‘7;,,, be a 
maximal S-regular sequence contained in Pf2,(X). Ry Corollary 2.2 we know 
that m S. ~(p, n), hence in view of p > 1 we have m r (n’ ~ ~)/2. Let 
J = (or ,..., a,,,) for short. Since Pfzp(X) consists of zero divisors on J, there 
exists a prime P associated with J and containing Pf2,(X). Thus m : depth J 
depth Pf2,(X) = depth P. The inequality m < (n” ~ n)/2 implies s,, $1’ for 
some i, j. Without loss of generality- we can assume that .z‘ir? g P. We write 
i? = R[x,~ ,..., xln , x= ,..., x&:~> , S = St+ , and denote by 2’ (rcspectirely 
1) the image of an element ‘u (respectively, an ideal I) under the natural homo- 
morphism S - 3. We have JC Pf&X) C p, p is proper and depth J ~ m 
since J is generated by an S-regular sequence vr ,..., v,,, . On the other hand, 
P is associated prime of f because xrZ I# P. Therefore m depth .I _ 
depth pf,p(S) = depth i? Observe that pf,,(X) =m Pf&X) where .Y _. (ffj). 
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Since ~~a is invertible in S we may apply Lemma 1.2 to s and X, and obtain 
pf,P(X) = fk-1m h w ere X = (Q - CQ is the alternating n - 2 by n - 2 
matrix with entries in S, 2ij $ R, 3 < i,j ,( 11. By Lemma 2.4 we infer that the 
elements (Tfj - Zijj, 3 < i,j < n, are algebraically independent over i?. 
Moreover R[{zij - a<?}], 3 < i,j ,< n, is equal to R[{xij>J~~~z, , I < i < j < n, 
and S 1s flat over R[{xij}]~+ . Hence by the induction hypothesis we finally 
get m = depth -j&X) = depth Pf6--1)(X) = CL(I) - I, n - 2) = ~(p, n). 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring and S = R[(xij}], 
I < i < j < n, a polynomial ring ovey R in (n2 - n)/2 indeterminates {Q}. Then 
depth Pf2in(X) = ~(p, n) where X is an alternating matrix determined by [xii>. 
Remark 2.6. Corollary 2.5 was proved independently by Kleppe in [S] if R is 
a field. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let S be a local algebra over a field K and let (xij>, 
1 < i < j < n, be a regular sequence in 5’. Then depth Pf2JX) = t~(p, n) for 
the alternating matrix X = (xij). 
Proof. By [6] {xij) are algebraically independent over K and S is flat over 
K[(xijj]. Therefore the corollary follows immediately from the theorem. 
3. A FREE RESOLUTION OF Pf&X) 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity and X = (.Q) an alternating 
matrix of even degree n over R. We write Y = ( yij) for the following alternating 
matrix: 
yii = (- l)i-kjpfG(X) if i<j 
=o if i=j 
= (_ ])W-lpf ij(X) if i > j. 
By Lemma 1 .I we have XY = YX -= I’f(X)E where E is n by n identity 
matrix. We are fixing the matrix X (and hence Y) in what follows. 
Let M,(R) be the free R-module of all n by n matrices over R and A,(R) 
(respectively, S,(R)) the free submodule of M,(R) consisting of all alternating 
(respectively, symmetric) matrices. Furthermore, let tr: M,(R) - R denote the 
trace map. 
We define a free complex L(X) of length 6 associated with Pfn-2(X): 
L, = R, L, = Mn(R)/S,(R), L, = Ker(M,(R) -% R), 
4, == (JMWMR)) 0 S,(R), L, = (‘oker(R Id MnWh 
L, x z4JR), L, = R, 
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and differentials are as follows 
d,(M mod S,(R)) == tr( YM), 
d,(~) = XiV mod S,(R), 
d,(P mod A,(R), Q) 1 Y(P -1 “R) - QX, 
d,(C mod RE) = (XC mod A,(R), CY f “(CY)), 
d,(B) = BX mod RE, 
d,(r) = YY. 
It is easy to verify that L(X) is well-defined complex of free R-modules. Observe 
that H,(L(X)) = R/Pf,+.(X). 
LEMMA 3.1. The complex L(X) is self-du a , 1 i.e., there exists an R-isomorphism 
T = (&: L(X) -+ L(X)* of complexes, where L(X)* is the dual complex of L(X). 
Maps ~~ , i == 0, I,..., 6, can be dejined in the following way: 
(1) c&r) and p&r) are multiplication by -r and Y, respectively, 
(2) F~, v5 are induced by the pairing A,(R) @ (M,(R)/S,(R)) -+ R, 
(,4, B mod S,(R)) tt tr(AB), F~(B)(.) = tr(B .), p,,(M mod S,(R))(.) = 
-tr(M .), 
(3) q+ , v4 are induced by the pairing Ker(M,(R) +tr R) @ Coker(R +ld 
Mn(R)) + R, (M, N mod RE) t-t tr(MN), P~(C mod RE)(.) z tr(C .), tp,(N)( .) = 
-tr(N .), 
(4) y,(P mod A,(R), Q) = tr(Q .) 0 (6W’ ,I). 
Kow we can state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let R be a commutative Koetheriun ring with identity and let 2 
be invertible in R. Moreover, let ,Y z= (xij) be an n by n alternating matrix with 
entries in R. If depth Pf&X) = 6 (the largest possible), then the complex L(X) 
is acyclic and is a free resolution of R/PfTil .B(X). 
The proof of the theorem requires several preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 9: R i R’ be a ring homomolrphism, X = (xij) an alternating 
matrix OVPT R, and X’ := (9(xij)). Then the complexes L(X) OR R’ and L(X) are 
isomorphic over R’. 
LEMMA 3.4. The complexes L(*CXC) and L(AJ are isomorphic for an 
arbitrary invertible n by n matrix C. 
Proof. Let F be a free R-module of rank n and let F* be the dual module of F. 
A mapf: F* + F is said to be alternating if with respect to some (and therefore 
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every) basis and dual basis of F and F*, the matrix off is alternating. There is an 
element v CF @F which corresponds to f by the canonical isomorphisms 
Hom(F*,F) y(F*)* @F luF OF. f is alternating if and only if ‘p belongs to 
theimageofthe monomorphismA2F-+F@F,x~yI-tx@y-y@z 
We are going to prove the lemma by assigning to a pair (f, e*), where 
f : F* -F is an alternating map and e* a free generator of An F*, a free complex 
K(f, e*) of length 6 and showing that L(X) and L(2CXC) are both isomorphic 
with K(f, e*). 
The components of K = K(f, e*) are as follows: 
K,, = R, Kl = A2F, K, = Ker(F* @F -% R), 
4 = 5’,(F) 0 D,(F*), K4 = Coker(R 5 Hom(F, F) N F* OF), 
K5 = A2F*, K6 = R, 
where ev stands for the evaluation map and A2, S, , D, are the second exterior, 
symmetric, and divided power functors, respectively. 
To define differentials we recall that the exterior algebra A F possesses a unique 
system of divided powers (see [4, lo] for details). Moreover divided powers 
r#g) of 9) are related to Pfaffians by the formula 
F (') = ,Hz2p pf(x~) eHy 
where {eH} is the standard basis of A F associated with a basis {ei} of F, X is the 
matrix off with respect to (ei} and dual basis {et}, and XH denotes the principal 
submatrix of X determined by the set H. 
We need the fact that A F and A F* are modules over each other and we adopt 
Buchsbaum and Eisenbud notation from [4] writing a(b) for the result of an 
operation of a E A F on be AF* and vice versa; therefore am A F* and 
b(a) E A F. 
With the pair (f, e*) we associate a map g = g(f, e*): F -+F* by putting 
g(a) 1 (- ])(n-2)/2,(~"n-2'/2)(e*)). 
If e* = e: h ... h e* 12 , then Y is a matrix of g with respect to (e,} and {e:}. 
Now we are ready to define differentials 8 = {&} on K: 
a, is equal to A2F--+F@Fc%F* @FsR, 
8204 0 w) = f(4 * w, 
a, I JW’): u”wi-g(u)Ow+&)Ou, 
a3 1 D,(F*): d2) I--+ -u @f(u), 
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a4 is induced by the composition 
F” @F (f 81,-18g). F @F @F* @F* + S,(F) @ D,(F*), 
a5 is induced by h2F* ---f F* OF* -I” + F* OF, 
a,(y) z (- l)“j2 v((TL-2)/2(e*)y. 
It is easy to check that L(X) -K(f, eT A ... A ez) where X is the matrix off 
with respect to {ei} and {e:}. Let C be an n by n invertible matrix and let {fi} 
be a basis of F corresponding to a change of {e,} by means of C; furthermore, let 
{A> be the dual b asis of {fi}. Then the matrix off with respect to {fi> and 
{f?} is equal to VXC and therefore L(tCXC) w K(f,fF A ... A fz). But 
ff A .” Af; = r(ef A ... A e$) for an invertible element Y of R. Thus it is 
enough to show that K(f, e*) N K(f, re*) for Y invertible. We define $ = 
(&}: K(f, e*) -+ K(f, ye*) as follows: &, is the multiplication by r3, #r , I,!J~ by y2, 
$s(u, w) = (YU, r’k), +J~, IJJ~ are the multiplications by y, & = Id. It is straight- 
forward to check that $ is an isomorphism of the complexes in question. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. By the acyclicity lemma of Peskine and Szpiro [9] it is 
enough to prove that L(X), is exact for every prime P with depth P < 6. Since 
depth Pfn-2(X) = 6 we infer that Pf&X) Q P for such a P, and hence 
PfnJXp) = R, where X, is the matrix X considered over R, . By Lemma 3.3 
L(X), ‘v L(X,) so it suffices to prove the theorem for R local and X with 
Pfn-2(X) = R. Applying Corollary 1.3 and Lemma 3.4 to such a matrix X we 
see that it is enough to prove the exactness of the complex L for a matrix of the 






0 0 -1 
1 0 
Bv the self-duality of L(X) (Lemma 3.1) we only need to prove that 
Ker ~!i = Im $ , Ker d, = Im d, , Ker d3 = Im d4 . (##I 
It is in the proof of the last two equalities in (##) that we use the hypothesis 
that 2 is invertible in R. The complex L(X) is not exact if R is of characteristic 2. 
Ker dl = Im d, . It is easy to check that both Im d, and Ker dl are equal to 
the free submodule of M,(R)/S,(R) with basis {E2n+-1,21n - aE,-l,,j, m = 
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I,..., (n - 2)/2, {&j, i < j, (i,j) f (2~2 - 1, 2m), m = I,..., n/2, where {Z&) 
denotes the standard basis of J&(R). 
An arbitrary matrix A of M,(R) can be written uniquely in the form 
i 
A, A, 
I i A, 4 
where A, , 4, , A4, , A, are n - 2 by n - 2, n - 2 by 2,2 by n - 2 and 2 by 2 
matrices, respectively. 
Ker d, =:: Im d3 . If XN is symmetric with N of trace zero we define Qr = 
N,X,,Q,=Q,-Q,==O,P,=P,=O,P,=-Yy,NS,P,--11/2Y,N,. 
One can check that Q is symmetric and d,(P mod A,(R), Q) = N. 
Ker d3 = Im d4 . Suppose that Y(P + “P) = QX for Q symmetric. We 
define a matrix C by putting C, = -X,P, , C, = -Q2Y4, C, = 0, C, = 
-I /2Q,Y,; then d4(C mod RE) = (P mod A,(R), Q). 
The equality Ker d3 = Im d4 can be proved also using the criterion formulated 
in Lemma 2 of [3], self-duality of L(X), and the remaining equalities in (##). 
To state the next corollary we recall that an ideal I in a local ring R is 
Gorenstein if 
(a) depth1 =: pd,(R/I) = p, 
(b) Ext,“(R/I, R) N R/I. 
In another language this is equivalent to the existence of a free resolution of R/I 
over R of length p = depth I with the last (pth) term isomorphic to R, [4]. If R 
is regular, then I is a Gorenstein ideal if and only if R/I is a Gorenstein ring. 
From Theorem 3.2 we get 
COROLLARY 3.6. If R is a local ring and 2 is invertible in R, then Pf&X) is a 
Gorenstein ideal for every alternating matrix X oveq R such that depth 
Pf&X) =: 6. 
Remark 3.7. It has been recently proved (see [7]) that under certain generic 
hypotheses all Pfafhans in characteristic zero are Gorenstein. Moreover we have 
been informed by D. Laksov that the characteristic zero assumption can be 
dropped. 
Let K be a field and let G(2, 6) be the Grassmannian of all 2-dimensional 
linear subspaces in K6. The ideal defining G(2,6) is equal to %(T) where 
T = (tij) is 6 by 6 alternating matrix over a polynomial ring R = K[(tij}], 
1 < i < j -< 6. Therefore from Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 2.5 follows 
COROLLARY 3.8. If char K # 2, then L(T) . zs an R-free resolution of R/I where 
I denotes the ideal of G(2, 6). 
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